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CEO of Woodlands Hospital, Dr. Neville Gobin, speaks to reporters about the new laboratory upgrade while Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of Co-Diagnostics, Dwight Egan, and Developer and Research Scientist Dr. Jana Kent look on Image from the Guyana Chronicle newspaper

deemed both a revolutionary and historic mark for the Woodlands

2016 was

Hospital, as the hospital collaborated with US company Co-Diagnostics, to launch the cutting
edge Zika testing technology. The test employs Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) Technology, a new class of molecular diagnostics for faster, reliable, accurate & more affordable test
results. It replaces the technique of rapid testing which had to tendency to produce inconsistent and inaccurate results.

It should be noted that this new technologically advanced equipment has the capacity to go
beyond just testing for Zika, but also detects for other illness such as Dengue, Yellow fever

and Chikungunya, HIV, Hepatitis B and C, and other sexually transmitted diseases (STDs),

while allowing for 48 tests at a time. It is also worth mentioning that the Woodlands Hospital
Laboratory was especially selected by Co-Diagnostics as being suitable to station this valuable piece of equipment due to the prestigious quality and impressive standard of the facility.
A single test only costs approximately GYD$2000, and results are available in 45 minutes.

Woodlands is thrilled to be a part of this life-changing technological break -through, that will
benefit the entire nation in combating the dreadful Zika Virus.

Pregnant patients will now have the option to have peace of mind about the virus, while monitoring their pregnancies.

DOCTORS MEETING:The Doctors’ Continuing Medical Education Lecture was held on
SOME STATISTICS FOR October 26, 2016 Topic: Radiological Pot– Purri
October 2016
Presenter : Dr. N. Joshi
NEWS IN BRIEF

Emergency Room
Patients Seen- 2564
Admissions—78
Maternity
Total Deliveries— 70
Males— 33
Females– 35
Caesarean Sections24
Neonatal Death— 0
Twins— 0
Premature—6
Breech—3
Still Births—2
Male ward
Admission—66
Deaths—0
Female ward
Admission –95
Deaths—0
ICU
Admissions— 41
Deaths– 0
Radiology
X-ray—1242
CT— 133
Ultrasound—2167
ECHO— 69
Holter—0
Theatre
Surgeries— 120
Pharmacy
Prescriptions —3114
Dispensary –1102
Laboratory
Patients attended2792
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NURSES MEETING:- For the month Of October, 2016
Topic : Sterile Technique
By :Nurse L. Younge

Thankfully, no one was hurt, but the incident left the
the Woodlands Hospital, the hospital had a
hospital overwhelmed with fear and shock.
tough break during the earlier part of last
Footage from the CCTV of the robbery has
month (17 October, 2016), when a robbery been submitted to the Criminal Investigation
took place. Two gunmen, disguised as paDepartment and investigation is currently on
tients, fled the scene of the crime, after apgoing . New Security measures are not being
proximately 2 minutes of confiscating mon- set in place to ensure better safety and proey from the two staff members, who were
tection of the hospital.
working at the cash register that morning
(7:23AM).
In contrast to the recent good news surrounding

1.Relaxing after stress

8 Surprising Headache Triggers

After a tiring week of work and waking up early, the well
deserved sleep- in on the weekend ends with a headache.
Why is that?
It’s because as the tension of the week subsides, your levels
of stress hormones drop, which causes a rapid release of
neurotransmitters (the brain’s chemical messengers). These
send out impulses to blood vessels to constrict and then
dilate, which causes a headache.
How to fix it: It is hard to resist waking up late on weekends but exceeding 8 hours of sleep can
actually trigger a headache. Try to make a little time to
relax during the work week , instead of cramming it all
into your weekend.
2. Pent-up anger
When you’re angry, muscles in the back of your
neck and scalp tense up, causing a tight band-like
sensation around your head. This is a sign of a tension headache.
How to fix it: When you feel like you’re getting
work up, take deep and slow breaths. Breathe in
through your nose and out through your mouth, This
should relax your head and neck muscles.
3. Poor posture
Poor posture causes tension in your upper back,
neck and shoulders, which can lead to a headache.
Typically, the pain throbs in the base of the skull
and sometimes flashes into the face, especially the
forehead.
How to fix it: Avoid sitting or standing in one position for a long period of time. Sit up straight
and support your lower back. Consider using a special headset if you spend a lot of time on the phone, as
holding a handset between your head and shoulder can
strain muscles and cause headaches.
You could also see a physical therapist, such as an osteopath or Alexander technique practitioner. They may be
able to help you identify and correct any posture problems.
4. Perfume
If you think housework is giving you a headache, you
could be right. Household cleaners, along with perfumes
and fragranced air fresheners, contain chemicals that can
bring on headaches.
How to fix it: If you’re susceptible to headaches brought
on by certain smells, avoid heavy perfumes and strongsmelling soaps, shampoos and conditioners. Use fragrance
-free air fresheners and household cleaners, and keep your
doors and windows open as much as possible at home. If a
colleague’s perfume is bothering you, put a fan on your
desk at work.
5. Bad weather
If you’re prone to getting headaches, you could find that
grey skies, high humidity, rising temperatures and storms
can all bring on head pain.
Pressure changes that cause weather changes are thought to
trigger chemical and electrical changes in the brain.
This irritates nerves, leading to a headache.
How to fix it: There’s not much you can do to change the
weather. However, by looking at the forecast, you can pre-
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dict when you’re likely to have a headache and take a preventative painkiller a day or two in advance.

6. Grinding teeth
Grinding your teeth at night
(the medical name is bruxism) makes your jaw muscle contract, causing a dull headache.
How to fix it: Your dentist can fit you with a mouth guard
to protect your teeth while you sleep.

7. Bright lights
Bright lights and glare, especially if flickering, can induce
migraines. This is because bright and flickering lights boost
the levels of certain chemicals in the brain, which then activate the migraine centre.
How to fix it: Sunglasses are
great at reducing light intensity,
and you can wear them inside and
outside. Polarised lenses can also
help to reduce glare.
At work, adjust your computer
monitor or attach a glare screen.
You may be able to turn off certain lights or move them. If you
can't, change where you sit in the
office. Fluorescent lighting tends
to flicker, so if you’re able to,
substitute it with some other form
of lighting.
8. Food
Processed foods like sausage
links, ham and small bar of dark chocolate might be a tasty
lunch, but beware of the headache that could follow it. All
these foods contain chemicals that can bring on a migraine.
Other culprits include aged cheeses like stilton and brie,
diet fizzy drinks, and processed meats and fish.
How to fix it: Keep a migraine trigger diary and once you
suspect a certain food may be the cause of your headaches,
eliminate it from your diet for a couple of months to see if
you get fewer headaches.
If you're concerned about avoiding any food-related trigger factor, see your GP or practice nurse or ask to be referred to a dietician for specialist advice.
Remember to eat regularly, because skipping meals can
bring on a headache.
Information taken from : WebMD.com

Management and Staff wish to congratulate the following
persons on their birth anniversary for
November-2016
Leiselle Paul
Congratulations

To: Gowrie Fraser, Orean Roopchand
&
Suedelle Hunte on your new babies.

DATES TO REMEMBER

CHRISTMAS PARTY
DECEMBER 17TH
NEEDY CHILDREN PARTY

DECEMBER 18

The search is on for
contributing Talents for
the show at the Annual
Woodlands Hospital
Christmas Staff Party!
Persons interested are
asked to contact
Ms. Crystal Marcus or
Ms. Joan Yussuff of the
HR department.

V

Jasmattie Chumandath
Candace D’Aguiar
Theona English
Nirmala Lokraim
Imelda Williams
Suni Binsu
Amanda Williams
Dhanya T. Chackochan
Vineetha P. Gopalakrishnan
Carol West
Stacey Hayman
Samantha Petai
Alicia Williams
Binsu Varughese
Godfrey Niles
Kayshena Bethel
Veronica Rahim
Hemwatie Kumar
Peggy Rebeiro
Remona Williams

Canteen Supervisor
Yard Attendant
Canteen Sales Representative
Switchboard Operator
Security Officer

Julian Deane

1/11/2016 - 14/11/2016

Harmatie Shivgobin

1/112016 - 21/11/2016

Roger Astwood
Alfiea Bagot

Coretta Norton
Stacey Hyman
Fazana Allim

Rhonda Springer
We can now be perused on our Web Site
www.woodlandshospital.com
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TAKING A BREAK FROM WOODLANDS HOSPITAL
Del Welch

acancies exist for
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1/11/2016 - 19/11/2016
8/11/2016 - 21/11/2016

13/11/2016 - 26/11/2016

13/11/2016 - 26/11/2016

13/11/2016 - 10/12/ 2016
14/11/2016 - 6/ 12/2016
15/11/2016 - 2/12/2016

